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Abstract 

This paper examines the effect of compositional shifts in the types of homes sold on 
standard house-price indices. Standard house-price indices, which are constructed as 
simple averages of the prices of houses sold during a particular month may be misleading 
indicators of the month-to-month changes in general house prices if the types of homes 
sold varies significantly from month to month. This paper examines three alternative 
methods of correcting for such compositional shifts. Two of the methods require no more 
information than the prices of those houses that have sold during a specific month. The 
third method is based on a hedonic model of house prices and requires information on the 
non-price characteristics of the houses. 

This project was carried out with the assistance of a financial contribution from the 
CMHC under the terms of the External Research Program. The views expressed are those of 
the authors and do not represent the official views of the CMHC. 
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Compositional Shifts and House-Price Indexes 

Executive Summary 

Retail real-estate prices are reported year-round by the media. Consumers are 

interested in the price of the "average" house, as well as how this average price changes 

over time and varies by region. The reporting of average house prices, however, is 

problematic because changes in the composition of the houses sold each month leads to 

changes in reported average prices that do not reflect "pure" changes in overall house 

prices. This is referred to as the problem of compositional shifts. 

The challenge in developing a good real-estate price index is to isolate the pure 

price change from the change in the mix of properties sold. It is generally accepted that 

most real-estate data have this problem of compositional shifts and, further, that there 

has been little effort in the real-estate industry to correct for it. Most of the work 

has been confined to academic research. 

This paper examines the extent of bias in standard house-price indexes, and builds 

slightly more complicated price indexes to deal with the problem. We examine the standard 

mean index (which is the one typically used in media reports of house prices). We then 

provide two corrections to this standard mean index - the overall-weights index and the 

price-ratio-adjusted index. These corrections require information only on the price of 

the houses that actually sold during a given month. Finally, we build a price index based 

on a hedonic model of housing prices-one that uses information on the non-price 

characteristics of the houses that sold during the month .. 

Each index has its own advantages; but each also has its own problems. First, each 

index provided lower or about equal estimates of house-price changes compared to the 

standard mean index. Also, the hedonic index provides the lowest period-to-period 

fluctuations in estimated "pure" house-price changes. 

Second, the results of the overall-weights and price-ratio-adjusted indexes indicate 

that compositional bias is significant. Correcting for this reduces the large period-to

period fluctuations in the index. Furthermore, the performance of the hedonic index 

indicates that housing characteristics other than just region should also be accounted 



for when constructing house-price indexes, because compositional shifts in these other 

characteristics have a significant effect. 

Third, the results suggest that the overall-weights index appears superior to the 

price-ratio-adjusted index in controlling for compositional shifts. This appears to be 

due to non-uniform house-price changes across the 10 geographic regions (of Montreal) 

used in the study. 

Fourth, the hedonic index provides lower period-to-period fluctuations when compared 

to the standard mean index. In fact, it is the only index that demonstrates a clear price 

trend. Whereas all other indexes show prices rising on average over time, the hedonic 

index demonstrates a downward price trend after about 1990. The paper offers some 

explanations for this observation based on the significant recession that took place in 

1990-91. 

Overall, it is difficult to say which index method is best. It does, however, appear 

that the first correction of the standard mean index, the overall-weights index, is 

better at correcting for compositional shifts than the second correction, the price

ratio-adjusted index. The hedonic method is the most accurate, although it is the most 

difficult to use. 



LES VARIATIONS DE LA COMPOSITION ET LES INDICES DES PRIX DES MAISONS 
par 

Christopher Ragan 

Resume 

Toute l'annee, les media publient de l'information sur Ie prix moyen des maisons. Les 
consommateurs s'interessent au prix de la maison «moyenne» et aux variations de ce prix dans Ie 
temps et par region. La publication des prix moyens des maisons pose une difficulte. Des maisons 
differentes etant vendues tous les mois, Ie prix moyen publie est sujet a des modifications qui ne 
correspondent pas aux fluctuations tangibles du prix moyen des maisons dans l'ensemble. On 
emploie l'expression variations des compositions pour decrire cette difficulte. 

La conception d'un indice valable des prix de vente moyens des maisons pose la difficulte d'isoler 
les variations de prix tangibles des variations de la composition des proprietes vendues. On 
reconnalt generalement que cette difficulte se manifeste dans la plupart des donnees portant sur 
l'activite immobiliere et que Ie secteur immobilier n'a pas vraiment cherche a la resoudre. Seuls les 
universitaires ont etudie la question. 

Dans ce rapport, nous etudions l'importance de la deviation dans les indices de prix de maisons 
standard, et nous en proposons deux un peu plus complexes pour resoudre la difficulte. D'abord, 
nous examinons l'indice des prix moyens, celui qui figure generalement dans les rapports que 
publient les medias sur Ie sujet. Ensuite, nous proposons deux manieres de corriger l'indice des 
prix moyens standard : un indice fonde sur une ponderation globale et un indice fonde sur des 
coefficients de prix ajustes. Pour effectuer ces corrections, il suffit de connaltre Ie prix des maisons 
vendues durant un mois donne. En demier lieu, nous elaborons un indice qui s'inspire d'un modele 
hedonique du prix des maisons, c'est-a-dire fonde sur les caracteristiques des maisons vendues 
durant un mois donne autres que Ie prix. 

Chaque indice comporte des avantages et des inconvenients. Premierement, avec chacun nous 
avons pu obtenir des estimations du prix des maisons presque equivalentes ou inferieures a celles 
obtenues avec l'indice des prix moyens. En outre, avec l'indice hedonique nous avons obtenu les 
plus faibles fluctuations d'une periode a l'autre dans les variations tangibles du prix estime des 
maisons. 

Deuxiemement, les resultats obtenus avec les indices utilisant une ponderation glob ale et des 
coefficients de prix ajustes demontrent que la variation de la composition est considerable. Si on 
corrige la variation, on reussit a reduire les importantes fluctuations d'une periode a l'autre 
inherentes a l'indice des prix moyens. En outre, a l'utilisation, on a constate qu'il faut tenir compte 
des caracteristiques des maisons autres que celles liees a la region lorsqu'on conyoit un indice 
hedonique, puisque la variation de la composition des ces caracteristiques a des repercussions 
considerables. 

Troisiemement, la recherche semble indiquer que l'indice de ponderation globale est plus efficace 
que l'indice des coefficients des prix ajustes pour diminuer les effets des variations de la 



composition qui decoulerait des modifications irregulieres du prix des maisons dans les 10 regions 
geographiques de Montreal faisant l'objet de l'etude. 

Quatriemement, l'indice hedonique permet d'obtenir de plus basses fluctuations d'une periode a 
l'autre que l'indice des prix moyens standard. En realite, c'est Ie seul indice qui indique une 
tendance claire des prix. Alors que tous les autres indices demontrent que la moyenne des prix 
croit au cours des annees, l'indice hedonique demontre que Ies prix ont eu tendance a baisser apres 
1990. Dans Ie rapport on tente d'expliquer cette observation par la recession considerable de 
1990-1991. 

Dans l'ensemble, il est difficile de dire quel indice est Ie meilleur. Cependant, it semble que la 
premiere correction apportee a l'indice des prix moyens standard, l'indice de ponderation globale, 
corrige les fluctuations de composition plus efficacement que la seconde correction, l'indice des 
coefficients des prix ajustes. L'indice hedonique est Ie plus precis, mais Ie plus difficile a employer. 
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Introduction 

Retail real-estate prices are reported year-round by the media. Consumers are 

interested in the price of the "average" house, as well as how this average price changes 

over time and varies by region. As Case and Quigley (1991) argue, however, the reporting 

of average retail prices is problematic because "reports of increases in the price of 

real-estate make front page news, but the techniques used for measuring these price 

changes are quite crude". Specifically, there is one major problem with the reporting of 

average real-estate prices, clearly explained by Bailey, Muth and Nourse (1963): 

Index numbers of the prices of real-estate properties are difficult 
to construct. The major problem is the great variation in quality 
among properties. Thus, indexes based upon the average sales prices 
of all properties of some particular kind in a given period .... are 
likely to be deficient in two respects. First, variation in the 
quality of properties sold from period to period will cause the index 
to vary more widely than the value of any given property. Second, if 
there is a progressive change in the quality of properties sold at 
different times, the index will be biased over time. 

This is a standard statistical problem. There is a heterogeneous population of homes 

in a region, and there is some average-price home for this population. However, we 

generally have only a sample of price data consisting of homes that actually sell each 

month. (Data on homes that are listed for sale but end up not selling is generally not 

available). The mean value is calculated for this sample, and it is used to represent the 

mean value of all housing. The key issue is how well the average selling price from the 

sample represents the value of the average home from the actual population. 

This paper addresses the two problems mentioned above by Bailey, Muth and Nourse 

(hereafter BMN). The focus of this paper, however, is the fIrst problem, which is 

referred to here as a problem of compositional shifts. The challenge in developing a good 

real-estate price index is to isolate the pure price change from the change in the mix of 

properties sold. For example, Diagram 1 represents a standard mean index for retail 

housing in Montreal over a period of 57 months-from February 1988 to July 1993. This is 

simply a price index based on the average selling price of all homes that sold in a given 

month. The dramatic fluctuations over the sample period (some of which is clearly a 

seasonal fluctuation) are obvious. With this type of index, however, it is unclear 

whether price increases in any given month are attributable to price increases which 

apply to houses of all types, or simply that a disproportionate share of the relatively 
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more expensive homes happened to sell in that particular month. In the latter case, the 

data of homes sold in that month are unrepresentative of the total stock of housing in 

the market. This results in an obvious bias in the reported price index. 

It is generally accepted that most real-estate data have this problem of 

compositional shifts and, further, that there has been little effort in the real-estate 

industry to correct for it. Most of the work has been confmed to academic research. 

Various methods have been established to deal with this problem, most of which are 

outlined in Section 1. 

The second problem referred to in BMN is that the quality and characteristics of the 

stock of housing change over longer periods of time. For example, in terms of style, 

technology, and neighbourhood characteristics, a house constructed in 1940 is very 

different from one constructed in 1980. Many researchers argue that comparisons of mean 

house prices over such long periods are inappropriate because they are essentially not 

measuring the same product. (This same problem, of course, lies at the heart of the 

upward bias in the constructed Consumer Price Index, as compiled by Statistics Canada.) 

Since the data used later in the empirical section of this paper spans only five years, 

the problem of a changing stock of housing will not be the focus here, as this is likely 

too short a period of time for the housing stock to change dramatically. However, this 

issue is a significant challenge for long-term real-estate indexes, and thus it is 

addressed in the theoretical section that follows. 

This paper consists of four sections. Section 1 is a selective survey of the 

literature of real-estate index methodology. It describes and evaluates two alternatives 

to the standard mean index - the general hedonic index, and the repeat sales index. 

Section 2 presents specific information about the data used in Section 3, in which four 

different index methods are compared. Section 4 offers a brief conclusion. 

1. Alternative Methods to the Standard Mean Index 

The general change in house prices is the overall rate of price change, from period 

to period, of a population of houses. For example, given the entire population of houses 

in Montreal, there is some average price that changes over time. A standard mean index 

measures this rate of change by computing the average selling price of retail home sales 

for each period in question and then examining the change in the value of this index over 

time. 
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But this method has two problems. The first, as mentioned in the Introduction, is 

the presence of compositional shifts. In calculating the general change in house prices, 

one is forced by data limitations to use only a sample of houses, a strict subset of the 

actual population of houses. This sample comprises the set of all houses that sold over 

the period in question, which in our case is one month. (In fact, the sample is slightly 

more restrictive than this; data is only available for those houses that sold and were 

listed with a registered rea1-estate agent. Information on private sales is not 

available.) For houses that did not sell (or were not even listed for sale) in that 

month, there is no observable price. Indeed, since each month has a different set of 

houses that sell, it is. best to think of having many monthly samples, each being a strict 

subset of the population. 

In any city, each monthly sample contains house sales of many sizes, styles, and 

from many regions. If these monthly data represent a random sample of the overall 

population, then the average selling price based on the monthly sample is equal to the 

average selling price of the entire population. However, if the monthly data is not a 

random sample of the population, and instead differs from the population in some 

systematic way, then the estimated change in house prices will be a biased estimate of 

the true change in the population. 

If the stock of housing is constant over time-a reasonable assumption only over 

short periods - then an unbiased monthly sample requires that the composition of each 

monthly sample be constant from month to month. In other words, unbiased ness requires 

that each monthly sample contains constant proportions of houses of various sizes, styles 

and regions. If this is not so-for example, if the sample proportion of 3-bedroom 

bungalows changes significantly from month to month - then the sample is biased, and is 

thus unrepresentative of the population. The result is that the estimated rate of change 

of house prices will be a biased measure of the rate of change in the population as a 

whole. 

An example will help to make this point clear. Suppose there is a general increase 

in all house prices of I percent per month. This means that every house in the population 

is experiencing a price increase of 1 percent per month. Further suppose that 3-bedroom 

bungalows sell at a lower price than other homes. Now consider the estimated change in 

house prices from January to February. If the fraction of bungalows in the monthly sample 

rises for some reason in February, then the estimated rate of change of house prices from 

January to February will be lower than 1 percent; the increased importance of low-price 
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homes in the monthly sample will pull down the average house price in the sample even 

though there is no change in the population. 

The second problem with the standard mean index is that characteristics of the 

housing population change over longer periods of time. Even if there were no 

compositional shifts, mean comparisons over long periods may be uninformative because 

housing characteristics change significantly over time. The calculation of the Consumer 

Price Index faces the same problem. Based on the average person's consumption, a basket 

of goods is selected in some base year and the appropriate weights are assigned to each 

item. Then, based on this basket, price data is collected and a measure of the price 

level is computed. Over longer periods of time, however, the basket of goods consumed by 

the average person changes. To address this problem, a new base year, basket of goods, 

and weights must be selected that better represent the average consumer's consumption. In 

the case of real-estate, however, the problem is more difficult to overcome because there 

is no representative basket of housing to determine. There is only data on homes that 

actually sell. However, much like the representative basket of the Consumer Price Index, 

over longer periods the quality of homes changes significantly. 

To accommodate for the problems of compositional shifts and changing house quality 

over time, two alternative index methods to the standard mean index have evolved: the 

general hedonic index and the repeat-sales index. This section explains these indexes and 

discusses the problems facing each. Note that each method's goal is the same: to 

adequately measure the prices of the general housing population and thus to accurately 

portray changes in house prices over time. 

A. 1he General Hedonic Index 

A natural method to remedy the two problems discussed above is the hedonic price 

index, where the product "housing" is decomposed into a number of SUb-components for 

which both price changes and quality changes can be observed and measured. It involves 

estimating an hedonic price equation with the house's sale price as the dependent 

variable. The independent variables can be any quantifiable characteristics, such as 

size, number of bedrooms or bathrooms, age, distance from schools or shopping; as well as 

any qualitative characteristics such as whether the home has a garage, fireplace, 

hardwood floors, and the like. Dummy variables are also included denoting the period in 
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which the dwelling sold. This method therefore suggests the estimation of a regression 

equation such as 

N K 

Pit = ex + Lf3t •T it + L 1't' Xit + £it (1) 

t=1 t=1 

where Pit is the selling price of house i in month t. Here, the month t does not refer to 

one of the 12 calendar months but rather to the N monthly data samples. Til through TiN 

are a series of dummy variables indicating the month of sale; for each observed house 

sale, all the Ts are zero except the one corresponding to the month of the sale. Xii 

through ~ are a series of observable housing characteristics on house i, such as size 

or the number of bedrooms. Note that, this specification permits the same house to be 

sold several times in the entire sample. But in this case, the house is effectively 

treated as a different house each time since the price, month, and characteristics may 

all change (the month will definitely change). 

Since the month dummy, Tit' denotes the month when the house sold, its coefficient 

measures the period-specific effect on the house's price. As a result, this term can be 

interpreted directly as the price index. Examples of this technique can be found in Ferri 

(1977), Palmquist (1980), Dale-Johnson (1982), and Clapp, Giaccotto and Tirtiroglu 

(1991) . 

• Problems with the Hedonic Index 

The major advantage of the hedonic index is that it accounts for house 

characteristics, and thus avoids the problems of compositional shifts and changing house 

quality over time. However, it does face the other problems which can distort its index 

results. There are three general problems. 

First, the hedonic index requires that each monthly sample be representative of the 

overall population of houses. In the case of retail housing sales, however, the data is 

not randomly selected. Researchers only have information on homes that have been sold on 

the market; there is no information on houses that were listed for sale but ended up not 

being sold. It is possible, therefore, that the houses which appear in the monthly sample 

of sales share some common characteristics that makes them more desirable to consumers, 
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therefore predisposing them to sell. If this characteristic is observable, then this can 

be accounted for by including it in the list of X variables in Equation (1). But if this 

common characteristic is unobservable-"charm" and "well kept" come to mind-then there 

will be a problem of bias. Unfortunately there is little that can be done to correct for 

this problem of self-selection bias. (This is a more severe problem than what labour 

economists are now well-trained to deal with. In problems of sample-selection bias dealt 

with in labour economics, observations are typically available on two types of 

individuals - those that choose some action Z and those that do not choose Z. But here we 

have no information whatsoever on the houses that do not sell, and so the standard 

Heckman-style correction is not feasible.) 

A second problem facing the hedonic index is one that challenges all regression 

work: the model must be correctly specified. This means that the correct functional form 

must be selected and the correct set of explanatory variables must be chosen. The correct 

functional form is difficult to discern because here is no obvious reason why anyone 

form is more desirable than any other (palmquist, 1980). Throughout the literature the 

standard model employs a log-linear form. This is likely based on the pragmatic reason 

that it makes the construction of an index straightforward; but it has little grounding 

in theoretical principle. 

Selecting the appropriate set of right-hand-side variables is also difficult. 

Usually, important data such as neighbourhood and locational attributes are not easily 

available. As is discussed in the next section, one of the advantages of moving to a 

repeat-sales index is that it avoids this problem. Thus, even though the hedonic method 

is used to accommodate the problem of progressively changing housing characteristics, it 

cannot do so entirely because it is impossible to perfectly specify the model and its 

regressors. Incorrectly specified models can result in biased estimates, which will 

distort the housing-price index. 

A (mal problem with the hedonic index is that it cannot account for compositional 

shifts of characteristics that are not explicitly included in the regression. This is 

also a standard problem in regression estimation - we do not observe all relevant 

information and thus it becomes important just which factors get left out (and thus get 

included in the error term, ~iJ. Compositional shifts can occur in any housing 

characteristics, and since it is impossible to collect data on' all of them, the hedonic 

index is still subject to the problem of compositional shifts distorting its index 
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results. A natural solution to avoid this and the specification problems mentioned above 

is a regression method that does not use housing characteristics. It is primarily for 

this reason that the repeat-sales index evolved as a popular alternative to the hedonic 

index. 

B. The Repeat-Sales Index 

The repeat-sales index uses observations on houses that sell two or more times in 

any sample of real-estate data, and has at its core the maintained assumption that the 

characteristics of such houses do not change between each sale. This method therefore 

permits an estimation of housing price changes without requiring data on non-price house 

characteristics. This approach to constructing a price index evolved as a popular 

alternative to the hedonic index for two reasons. First, researchers argued that any 

index comparing properties over time must be a "constant quality index" (Case, 

Pollakowski, and Wachter, 1991). The hedonic price index may account for the individual 

characteristics of each home, but it does not take advantage of the controls inherent in 

houses that have transacted more than once. By constraining the sample to only these 

types of houses, specifically ones that have not been renovated between sales, one is 

isolating a pure price change. In this way, the index is comparing identical homes over 

two periods, rather than two completely different homes. This is unlike a standard mean 

or hedonic index that is an index of all housing types over time, and may not be 

capturing the pure price change of the representative home. 

The second advantage with the repeat-sales index is that it avoids the model

specification problems associated with the hedonic index. The repeat-sales index need not 

consider the characteristics of each home, and thus it does not have to rely on a 

specific functional form; nor does it face the consequences of excluding any necessary 

regressors. The original version of this model can be found in BMN (1963); however, Case 

et ale (1991) use a less complicated one which appears to have become the standard. In it 

the difference between the transaction prices at two dates is solely a function of the 

intervening time. It takes the form 

lnPt - lnPT + L 'In + ~t (2) 

n=T+l 
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where P 1: is the selling price of the house at the time of the initial transaction, Pt is 

the selling price of the same house at the time of a subsequent transaction, and thus 1: < 
1. ~t is an observation ona well-behaved disturbance term, and the set of '1 parameters 

are to be estimated; each one represents the rate of change in house prices for the nth 

period, where n = (1, ... , t). Note that homes may transact more than twice, and thus t 

represents every subsequent transaction after 1:. Also note how the model reduces the 

possibility of specification bias by not incorporating information about house 

characteristics. Furthermore, the houses sampled for this method have had no major 

renovations between sales, and thus the price change between these two periods is 

presumably a much purer change . 

• Problems with the Repeat-Sales Index 

The advantages of the repeat-sales index over the hedonic index are, first, that it 

reduces the problems of model specification, and second, by taking advantage of the 

controls inherent in repeat transactions, it presumably isolates a less distorted or 

purer price change over time. The repeat-sales index does, however, have several 

problems. 

The first problem is bias in its sampling method. The repeat-sales index is 

estimated using a sub-sample of data from the overall sample-which is itself likely to 

be a biased sample-and thus there is little doubt that the repeat-sales sample is also 

biased (Clapp, Giaccotto, and Tirtiroglu, 1991). There are some solid reasons to believe 

this. First, the overall sample is likely to be over-weighted by so-called "starter 

homes" that individuals hold for just a few years before selling and moving up to more 

permanent homes. This over-weighting is likely to be especially severe in the repeat

sales sub-sample because the sub-sample is drawn based on the criterion that homes have 

transacted multiple times, and were thus held for shorter periods. Also, because the 

selection criteria excludes homes that have been renovated, this further biases the 

sample with less expensive properties relative to the actual popUlation. This is based on 

the reasonable assumption that, ceteris paribus, renovated homes are generally more 

expensive. Clapp, Giaccotto and Tirtiroglu (1991) argue, however, that this bias will not 

affect the index because "it is reasonable to expect that arbitrage will force all 

properties in a given area to appreciate at approximately the same rate." Given the 

evidence of real-estate data used later in this paper, however, this argument seems 
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incorrect because it can be seen that different types of houses demonstrate different 

rates of price increase. 

A second problem with the repeat-sales index is that it does not account for time 

interactive effects. The index produces a measure of the general rate of change of house 

prices for each period. However, it cannot account for certain housing characteristics 

appreciating (or depreciating) more rapidly than others. In other words, it does not 

account for "fads". It implicitly assumes that the value of all houses move together. 

A third problem is that even though the houses used in the sub-sample for the 

repeat-sales index have not had any major renovations, there is still one characteristic, 

age, that changes between transactions. Because the age of the house necessarily changes 

between two transaction dates, there is no single observation with absolutely unchanged 

characteristics. This may seem insignificant; however, most empirical studies suggest 

that the age of a structure significantly influences its transaction price (Case, 

Pollakowski and Wachter, 1991). Since the repeat-sales method estimates the price change 

of houses with no attributes except age changing between transaction dates, the influence 

of age becomes confounded with time. One cannot resolve whether the index shows pure 

price changes or simply age-induced price changes. 

BMN (1963) recognized this problem, but econometric problems precluded them from 

estimating the effect of time within their model. Palmquist (1980) established that "the 

true price effects and [age-induced] depreciation effects cannot be distinguished without 

using additional data to provide an independent estimate of the rate of depreciation" 

(palmquist, 1980). Palmquist's solution is problematic because the depreciation estimates 

must be independently derived form a hedonic model which, of course, must be specified. 

It is in avoiding problems of model specification that one moves to a repeat-sales index 

in the first place. At any rate, to include this variable in the repeat-sales model 

defeats its purpose because the model must also then be specified. This problem IS 

critical for the repeat-sales index, and is partly why the hybrid index was developed. 

The final problem with the repeat-sales index is efficiency. By using only repeat

sales, the number of observations falls substantially. In the existing literature, such 

sample-size reductions range from 65 to 96 percent (Clapp, Giaccotto and Tirtiroglu, 

1991). It has been argued that this is not a relevant criticism of the repeat-sales 

index. One faces some particular problem and devises some necessary solution. In this 

case the problem is to develop a constant quality index; the solution involves analyzing 
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some particular type of housing, and this requires dropping large portions of data. 

Overall it is a difficult issue to resolve. The relevant issue is whether the gain from 
removing bias by using a repeat-sales index outweighs the loss of efficiency by dropping 

a considerable amount of data. 

C. Is One Index -Best-? 

It is not clear that anyone of these index methods is "best". Each one has its 

advantages and disadvantages. It appears that the most appropriate method depends on the 

type of data one has, and the question one is asking. Where data is plentiful, and one is 

concerned with specification error, the repeat-sales method appears to be better. Where 
data is scant, the general hedonic method enables one to control for age and renovation, 

but at the risk of model misspecification. 

2. The Greater Montreal Housing Data 

The data set used in this paper describes the characteristics of houses sold through 

the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) in the greater Montreal area between February 1988 and 

July 1993. The sample originally contained over 112,000 observations, where each 
observation corresponds to the sale of a single dwelling. The relevant variables for each 

observation are sale price, area of house and property, number of bedrooms, number of 

bathrooms, total taxes in sale year, style and age of house, address, and sale date. 

It is inevitable that some of the observations contain errors, likely the result of 

mistyping during the original data-entering process. Some of these are undetectable even 

for the most meticulous searching methods. For example, a two-bedroom home could be 

entered as having three bedrooms, and there is no practical way to determine that this 

value is incorrect. Fortunately, however, many errors are obvious. An example is a 

negative value for total taxes or a negative sales price. But they may not be as 

conspicuous as this. For example, it is very unlikely that a four-bedroom house located 

in Westmount would sell for as little as $70,000, but it is logically possible. Criteria 

had to be established to search for such mistakes. Thus, initial procedures were followed 

to remove the most obvious errors from the data. These alone reduced the sample to about 

83,000 observations. A method was then established to find errors that were not as 

apparent, but upon reflection could be seen as not practically possible. 
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To purge the data of errors, searching criteria were used that either listed or 

flagged the data. Observations that met conditions of being possibly flawed were listed 

and then considered individually for plausibility. Observations were flagged when they 

met the criterion of being obviously flawed. 

Observations were listed if they met any of the following criteria: 

• the number of bedrooms was greater than 9; 

• the number of bathrooms was greater than 7; 

• the sale price was greater than $1,000,000; 

• the number of half-baths was greater than 6; 

• total municipal taxes paid exceeded $30,000. 

Data was flagged as obviously bad if: 

• the property was smaller than 1,000 square feet; 

• the dwelling had zero bedrooms; 

• the dwelling had a zero bathrooms. 

In the first two cases, an exception was made if the dwelling was either an apartment or 

a plexus. In these cases, a small property and no bedrooms (as in a studio apartment) is 

certainly possible. 

The first procedure listed several hundred observations that were then individually 

considered. Observations with errors were then flagged as in the second procedure. 

Admittedly, this first method is subjective because it is only by intuition that many 

observations can be determined to be bad. Even the criteria for simply listing the 

observations is subjective, but they were chosen on the grounds of plausibility. For 

example, it is difficult to imagine a four-bedroom detached home with only an 800 square

foot property. Casual observation of the data suggested that many of these errors existed 

and thus some method was needed to find them. Of course, all observations with extreme 

values could simply have been removed, but this would have resulted in eliminating many 
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legitimate ones. Furthermore, all listed observations were carefully examined before they 

were flagged - only those with the most blatant errors were marked. The resulting sample, 

after being purged of all anomalous observations, includes 66,519 observations. 

• Zone. Many real-estate indexes subdivide data into smaller regions to accommodate 

for compositional shifts between regions (Haurin, Hendershott and Kim, 1991). Following 

this logic, ten zones were constructed based on the districts specified by the Greater 

Montreal Real Estate Board, and the data were divided along these lines. These zones are 

summarized in Table 1. Table 1 also presents averages for sale price, with standard 

deviations given in parentheses. As expected, wealthier zones such as Greater Montreal 

West have higher selling prices. 

• Style. There are several different styles of house. However, not all of these are 

appropriate for the exercise here, anq the inappropriate ones were thus dropped from the 

data. The remaining styles have been used as dummy variables and are summarized in Table 

2. A break-down of style by zone is provided in Table 3. 

• Age. The data consists of homes with construction dates that range from the 

previous century to July 1993. Six age dummy variables were constructed to describe this 

variable, and are displayed in Table 4. A break-down of construction year by zone is is 

provided in Table 5. One advantage of using dummy variables for each category of the age 

of the house, rather than simply having a single continuous variable, is that the 

relationship between age and price is not then restricted to being linear. 

• Bedrooms/Bathrooms/Taxes. Dummy variables were also constructed for the number of 

bedrooms and the number of bathrooms. Cross-sectional data on these variables is provided 

in Tables 6 and 7. Finally, Table 8 provides cross-sectional data on Total Taxes paid by 

each dwelling. 

Overall, the data is of only moderate quality for the purposes at hand. Many 

important variables are not available, such as the distance to the nearest park or 

school, or the presence of hardwood flooring, new windows, or renovated bathrooms or 

kitchens. Information is available on whether major renovations were made on the dwelling 

at some time, but this is deficient in two respects. First, there is no definition for 



Table l.-Summary Data on Housing Transactions 
(Standard Deviations in Parentheses) 

Zone Name Ob •• Sale Price 
S 

Hudson 2.168 109.679 
(68.664) 

2 South Shore West 1.887 84.190 
(22.041) 

3 South Shore Centre 12.263 109.679 
(41,S70) 

4 South Shore East 8,679 110.014 
(41,633) 

5 North Shore 11.814 98,864 
(37,763) 

6 Laval 9,006 104.160 
(32,S71) 

7 Otr. Montreal East 2,365 108.986 
(34,S31) 

8 Montreal Proper 4,190 125,304 
(S6,464) 

9 Otr. Montreal West 2,121 175.199 
(lOS,912) 

10 West Island 12,026 140,749 
(63,10S) 

Total 66,519 

Table 2.-Description of Dwelling Styles 

• Style I Bungalow 
Raised Bungalow 
Split EntI)' Bungalow 

• Style 2 - Split Level 

• Style 3 
• Style 4 
• Style 5 

Cottage 
Apartment 
1-6 Plexus 
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Zone 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Table 3.-Distribution of House Styles by Zone 

Name BUIBSIBE SL CJ' AP X 

Hudson 1,320 339 482 27 0 

South Shore West 1,451 144 289 3 0 

South Shore Centre 6,181 995 4,110 962 15 

South Shore East 5,124 1,324 2,114 114 3 

North Shore 7,341 1,857 2,455 146 15 

Laval 4,940 1,090 2,470 502 4 

Gtr. Montreal East 946 160 868 386 5 

Montreal Proper 863 143 1,528 118 18 

Gtr. Montreal West 288 121 887 824' 1 

West Island 3,536 2,171 5,888 427 4 

Table I/.-Descriptlon of Age Dummy 

• Agel 

• Age2 
• Age3 

From 1-)80 to 1993 
From 1960 to 1979 
From 1940 to 1959 

• Age4 
• AgeS 
• Age6 

From 1920 to 1939 
From 1900 to 1919 
Before 1899 
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Total 

2,168 

1,887 

12,263 

8,679 

11,814 

9,006 

2,365 

4,190 

2,121 

12,026 
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Table 5.-Percentile Rank and Mean of Construction Year 

Zone Name 1~ 5% 10% 25% 50% 75" 90% 95% 99% Mean 

1 Hudson 1922 1952 1958 1967 1976 1985 1988 1989 1993 1974 

2 South Shore W 1935 1955 1958 1962 1972 1983 1987 1988 1991 1971 

3 South Shore C 1930 1952 1958 1970 1976 1985 1987 1989 1990 1975 

4 South Shore E 1940 1957 1961 1971 1976 1985 1988 1989 1991 1975 

5 North Shore 1947 1959 1965 1974 1980 1987 1989 1990 1991 1978 

6 Laval 1947 1956 1958 1964 1977 . 1984 1987 1988 1990 1974 

7 Gtr Montreal E 1936 1952 1956 1961 1970 1983 1986 1987 1989 1970 

8 Montreal Proper 1907 1926 1940 1951 1960 1984 1987 1988 1991 1963 

9 Gtr Montreal W 1905 1927 1940 1952 1966 1983 1988 1989 1990 1965 

10 West Island 1933 1950 1954 1961 1971 1982 1987 1988 1991 1970 

Table 6.-Distribution of Bedrooms by Zone 

Zone Name d 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~8 Total 

1 Hudson 13 178 1,082 739 133 19 1 3 2,168 

2 South Shore West 2 168 1,044 551 105 13 1 3 1,887 

3 South Shore Centre 132 1,484 5,939 3,750 801 117 20 20 12,263 

4 South Shore East 24 751 4,307 2,950 558 70 8 11 8,679 

5 North Shore 60 1,841 6,206 3,060 554 67 13 10 11,814 

6 Laval 41 1,337 4,724 2,444 414 37 5 4 9,006 

7 Gtr. Montreal East 52 442 1,260 495 103 10 3 0 2,365 

8 Montreal Proper 226 1,214 1,724 745 145 23 9 4 4,190 

9 Gtr. Montreal West 109 506 854 432 165 43 8 4 2,121 

10 West Island 79 720 4,611 5,301 1,120 170 20 5 12,026 
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Table 1.-Distr/bution of Bathrooms by Zone 

Zone Name 1 2 3 4 ~5 Totals 

1 Hudson 1,458 641 62 7 0 2,168 

2 South Shore West 1,534 341 10 0 2 1,881 

3 South Shore Center 8,944 3,094 201 10 14 12,263 

4 South Shore East 6,124 2,440 101 10 4 8,619 

5 North Shore 9,001 2,612 113 9 13 11,814 

6 Laval 6,822 2,079 94 4 4 9,006 

·1 Gtr. Montreal East 1,953 388 11 1 6 2,365 

8 Montreal Proper 3,326 775 73 2 14 4,190 

9 Gtr. Montreal West 1,306 687 113 14 1 2,121 

10 West Island 7,202 4,341 460 10 7 12,026 

Table 8.-Percentile Rank and Mean of Total Taxes (dollars) 

Zone Name 5% 25~ 50~ 75% 90% 95% Mean 

1 Hudson 1,016 1,432 1,735 2,106 2,514 2,807 1,806 

2 South Shore W 976 1,445 1,709 2,041 2,410 2,672 1,780 

3 South Shore C 1,010 1,411 1,776 2,199 2,687 3,111 1,875 

4 South Shore E 941 1,372 1,692 2,042 2,435 2,734 1,750 

5 North Shore 953 1,378 1,733 2,147 2,563 2,896 1,811 

6 Laval 1,308 1,738 2,067 2,553 3,128 3,516 2,217 

7 Gtr Montreal E 1,021 1,370 1,729 2,166 2,614 2,942 1,828 

8 Montreal Proper l,l88 1,621 2,108 2,743 3,550 4,193 2,372 

9 Gtr Montreal W 1,275 1,841 2,427 3,332 4,515 5,484 2,780 

10 West Island 1,342 1,793 2,244 2,797 3,435 3,977 2,396 
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what constituted a major renovation; and second, these homes were designated as such by 

replacing their construction year variable with the abbreviation "Renn", thus failing to 

provide information on the date of renovation, and removing the information on 

construction year in the process. These observations were eliminated. Because renovated 

homes are more expensive than nonrenovated ones, the exclusion of these likely biases 

this price data downward. But it is difficult to even guess at how this affects the 

changes in the constructed price indexes. 

3. Correcting for Compositional Shifts 

This section presents and compares four house-price indexes. First, however, it is 

worth discussing some conditions that might be satisfied by a "good" index. We also 

address the extent of compositional shifts in the data. 

A. Some Preliminary Issues 

To a certain extent, the criteria of what defmes a good price index are subjective. 

Different statisticians may want to do different things, and no particular index is 

likely to be appropriate for all of these. It is important, however, to have some 

objective criteria by which to judge the quality of an index. Furthermore, because four 

different indexes are presented in this paper, it would be useful to have some constant 

standard by which all may be compared. Mark and Goldberg (1991) have set out three 

criteria that are reasonable standards for any index. An index should be: 

C 1) conceptually sound and rooted in straightforward theory; 

C2) simple to construct and not rely on awkward sampling procedures; 

C3) reasonably stable in response to changes in the sample universe. 

How one weights each of these criteria depends on the type of work one is doing and 

what one is attempting to achieve. For example, if one is interested in an extremely 

precise, stable index, C3 could be given much more weight than Cl. Under these 

circumstances a hybrid index would be more desirable than any other, even though it is 

the most theoretically challenging. For the most part, these criteria are weighted 

equally here because the goal of this paper is to arrive at a reasonably accurate, but 

also straightforward, index. 
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The data used in this paper spans only five years, and thus the main concern of the 

indexes presented here is with short-term compositional shifts that may distort the 

index, as opposed to the problem of long-term quality changes mentioned in Section 1. 

This is not to say, however, that the issue of quality changes does not deserve 

attention. Indeed, comparisons of house-price indexes over long periods of time are 

potentially much more fraught with problems than are comparisons over just a few years. 

This is because indexes that compare price averages that are, say, 60 years apart, are 

essentially not comparing the same product. The entire population of housing styles and 

characteristics is systematically and significantly changing over many years. This can 

lead to a spurious index where essentially different products are being compared between 

periods. For the data presented here, however, five years is an insufficient amount of 

time for the population of houses to change in any significant way. 

The greater concern for the shorter-term indexes presented in this section are 

compositional shifts from month-to-month. In Section 1 these were described as locational 

shifts - homes from specific areas predominating the sample in anyone month. But they can 

apply to any housing characteristic. For example, in any of the ten regional data sets 

described above, two-bedroom bungalows may predominate sales in one period. If one wants 

to be meticulous about correcting for this type of problem, all sources of compositional 

bias should be considered. Unfortunately, there are as many potential sources of 

compositional shift as there are individual house characteristics, so correcting for all 

of them is not practical. 

In keeping with the goal of having relatively simple indexes, we choose a single 

attribute to correct for in terms of compositional shifts. It would be desirable if this 

single attribute were the greatest source of compositional shifts. The conventional 

wisdom within the real-estate industry appears to be that the greatest single factor 

contributing to a house's price is its location (Goodman, 1978). All other things being 

equal, a home in a wealthy neighbourhood like Westmount sells for much more than a 

similar home in a poorer neighbourhood. Thus the data was divided into regions based 

predominantly on the criteria of status and wealth. As seen in Table 1, there are marked 

differences in average selling prices between the regions, and thus the divisions seem a 

good proxy for measuring this variable. 
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The final concern, then, is if there are indeed significant regional compositional 

shifts within the data. Table 9 provides data on how many homes sold in each month for 

each region. It is clear that compositional shifts do indeed exist. 

The next section presents two indexes that correct for compositional shifts. We 

begin with Model 1 which is simply the standard mean index. It is presented because it is 

so widely used. It is therefore desirable to develop a simple method to correct for the 

compositional bias. Two corrections are therefore presented which correct for 

compositional shifts in regions. Following this, Model 2, a general hedonic model, is 

presented. 

B. The Standard Mean Index 

This is presented as a benchmark for comparison with the two corrections that 

follow. It is simply a standard mean index and, as such, makes no attempt to correct for 

compositional shifts. Thus variations in the value of this index reflect both general 

changes in prices and changes in the average quality of houses sold (Le., compositional 

shifts). Corrections 1 and 2 that follow each use some method to purge the effect of 

changes in house quality in order to isolate the pure price changes. 

It is useful to present the method of calculating the standard mean index because 

this will aid in the presentation and understanding of Corrections 1 and 2. For each of 

the 10 regions there are 57 months in total; this generates a (10 x 57) matrix of average 

prices. The standard mean index simply weights each region's monthly average price by the 

proportion of total transactions in the region for the given month. This is quite clearly 

a simple arithmetic average of the prices of all houses sold during the month (across all 

regions). The equation defining the standard mean index is 

10 

I:, - L II! . p! (3) 

n=1 

where II! is the proportion of total sales for month t that occurred in region n, n -
(1, ... ,10), t = (1, ... 57); Pnt is the average selling price for region n in month t. 
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Table 9. Monthly Sales Totals 
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• Correction 1: The Overall-Weights Index 

This method corrects for compositional shifts by weighting each region by its total 

proportion of the total stock of houses in the sample. In this way, the model corrects 

for compositional shifts from month-to-month because each region's total proportion of 

homes in the sample is a proxy measure for its total proportion of homes in the actual 

population. Thus, monthly averages are calculated, and a matrix is created as above. 

Then, the index is computed as follows: 

I t 
1 - (4) 

where 1Tn is the proportion of houses in the entire 57-month sample that are sold in 

region n. 

For the overall-weights index, small sample sizes in each month can be troublesome. 

The collection of houses sold in any given month and region represents a random sample 

from the actual population. Thus, the average price calculated from this sample is a 

random variable, and as such, its distribution may have a high variance if its sample 

size is small. The problem with the overall-weights index is that months with smaller 

sample sizes are given much more weight than the standard mean index would give them 

(that is, they would be weighted by the actual number of sales in that month, which is 

quite small). This transfers the higher variance into the index, exacerbating its effect. 

It can result in overestimation or underestimation of the index in any given period. 

• Correction 2: The Price-ROOo-Adjusted Index 

The previous index accounts for compositional shifts by weighting each month's 

average price by the overall proportion of sales its respective region represents in the 

entire sample. Correction 2 attempts to account for compositional shifts as well, but 

with a different approach. Rather than taking average prices as given and adjusting each 

region's proportion of sales, this correction takes the proportion of sales as given and 

adjusts prices. Each region's average price is calculated over the entire 57-month 

sample, and the ratios of each of these average prices to the average price in Region 1 
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are computed. Finally, each region's monthly prices are adjusted by these respective 

price ratios. The index is then constructed as follows: 

10 

I~ = L lIn' an' p! (5) 

n=1 

where an is simply equal to (PI IP J where P n is the average price in region n across all 

57 months in the sample. 

In this way, each region's prices are converted to their "Region 1 equivalent", so 

overall average prices from region-to-region are equal, but each region's prices still 

vary from month-to-month. After the price-ratio adjustment has been made, a compositional 

shift no longer distorts the estimate of overall price changes. Each region is assumed to 

have the same underlying rate of price change and, as such, after the price-ratio 

adjustment no one region's average price can distort the index in any particular month. 

Furthermore, note that each month's average price is weighted by its proportion of total 

sales for that month. A compositional shift to one region does indeed pull up the index 

in favour of this region; however, there is an equal reduction in weight to all other 

regions, which pulls down the index. Because the price-ratio adjustment has equalized 

prices across all regions, the net effect of the compositional shift is zero. There is no 

effect of higher or lower average prices distorting the index. Therefore, varying monthly 

sales is not an issue of concern because, presumably, each region's prices are changing 

the same way, and since no one region is any more or less expensive than any other, the 

weights do not matter. 

Like the overall-weights index, this model does attempt to control for compositional 

shifts. However, it makes no attempt to control for the number of sales each month. 

Rather, it adjusts prices such that all regional prices are based in Region 1. The 

question is whether this adjustment is correct. It is assumed that the overall change in 

house prices is the same for all regions. If this assumption is false, a compositional 

shift in one month will transfer an over- or under estimation of price change to the 

index. To see this, think of Region l's and Region 2's price trends as plotted lines with 

positive constant slope (reflecting general increases in house prices). Also, assume 

Region 1 's prices are nsmg more slowly than Region 2's. The index adjustment first 

shifts Region 2's line such that it intersects Region l's mid point. If a compositional 
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shift toward Region 1 occurs before the midpoint, this will result in an underestimation 

of overall house price increases, and an overestimation if the compositional shift 

accrues after its midpoint. To attempt to correct for this with a e that varies monthly, 

rather than being an average of all 57 months,· would essentially impose too much 

structure on the data of Regions 2 and 9. This amounts to converting all price trends of 

these regions into Region 1 's trend, which would render analysis of all other regions 

pointless . 

• Results: Comparing Three Indexes 

The index values can be found in Table 10. Diagrams 1 to 3 display index values and 

Diagrams 4 to 6 show monthly rates of house-price changes-what is called "inflation" in 

the diagrams. Diagram 6, which shows monthly rates of change of the overall-weights index 

versus the price-ratio-adjusted index, demonstrates the importance of correcting for 

compositional shifts in regions. The price-ratio-adjusted index displays larger monthly 

fluctuations compared to the overall-weights index. Recall that the price-ratio-adjusted 

index does not control for the number of houses selling in each region. Rather, it 

attempts to reduce the distortions created by compositional shifts by adjusting all 

prices to one base region. It was assumed that all regions' house prices moved together 

and that after the adjustment compositional shifts should make little difference. 

However, any region in anyone month can still have a disproportionate number of sales 

due to a compositional shift. And if there is a marked difference in price movements 

between regions, there will be an incorrect estimate of overall price changes. Given the 

evidence, it appears the assumption that house prices move together across regions may be 

inappropriate. From Diagrams 2 and 5 it can be seen that the price-ratio-adjusted index 

fluctuates just as much as the standard mean index. This seems to suggest that the price

ratio-adjusted index does not do as good a job at correcting for compositional shifts as 

does the overall-weights index; 
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Table 10. Index Values For Standard Mean Index and Corrections 1 and 2 
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A measure that can be used to compare these indexes more precisely is a root-mean

square measurement. This is a simple way of measuring how closely two indexes move 

together. The measure is calculated as 

where i and j refer to any two of the indexes. 

The results are displayed in Table 11. There are two points worth noting about these 

results. First, both corrections appear to be accounting for compositional shifts, but 

the overall-weights index is doing this much more effectively. Second, the two 

corrections appear to be substantially different from each other; indeed, the two 

corrections are as different from each other as the flrst correction is from the standard 

mean index. This seems to indicate that the overall-weights index is a more accurate 

measure of house-price changes. The variation between the two corrections could be 

arising because of the high variance problem due to small sample sizes in the overall

weights index; or, in the case of the price-ratio-adjusted index, because the assumption 

of all regions having equal rates of house-price changes is incorrect. 

Table 11: Root Mean Square Measure of Indexes 

Standard Mean Index and Overall-Weights Index: D = 14.99 

Standard Mean Index and Price-Ratio-Adjusted Index: D = 8.05 

Overall-Weights Index and Price-Ratio-Adjusted Index: D = 14.02 

C. The General Hedonic Index 

This method of constructing a price index also attempts to isolate pure price 

changes from measured price changes due to compositional shifts. It is similar to 
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Correction 2 above, except in this case compositional shifts are controlled for through 

regression techniques, rather than by "standardizing" sale prices. Furthermore, it 
controls for compositional distortions arising from all housing characteristics for which 

data is available, not just distortions caused by changes in the relative importance of 
various regions. A hedonic regression is therefore employed as explained in Section 1. 

Specifically, the model used here is 

4 S 6 19 

blPi = «+ L tJl. x: + L 7k
• S~ + L ~ h. A~ + L ai· T{ + £i (6) 

1=1 k=1 h=1 j=1 

where Pi is the sale price of "observation" i, where each observation is a given house in 

a given time period. (This explains why there are no time subscripts in equation (6).) 
Each x: (1=1,2,3,4) is one of a set of four observable house characteristics (size, 

number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, and annual total taxes), each S~ (k=1,2, ... ,5) 

is one of a set of five style dummy variables as defined in Table 2, each A~ (1,2, ... ,6) 

is one of a set of six age dummy variables as defined in Table 4, and each T{ (1,2, ... 19) 

is one of a set of 19 dummy variables denoting the quarter in which the dwelling was 

sold. 

Note the absence of subscripts denoting the region in which the house is located; 

this is because a separate version of equation (6) is estimated for each of the ten 

regions. Thus, each of the . parameters (<<, tJ1
, 7

k
, ~ h and ai) will have different 

estimated values in each region. Given the estimates for each region's regression, the 
index of house prices for region n is given by 

(7) 

• Results: The Hedonic Versus the Quarterly Mean 

In the case of the hedonic index, equation (6) is estimated (for each region) using 
quarterly rather than monthly data. Thus, the complete sample offers 19 quarterly 
observations on the house-price index for each of the 10 regions. In order to compare the 
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Table 12. Quarterly Standard Mean Index 

Table 13. Quarterly Hedonix Index 

fOb :jRiiionlJ : {Rwtili2: }Rel!ilili,j\ UReIDon'i(} fRemonS{ 'Re2JIili:t;l ·Jt~onlj ::jRel!ion:S{ : Rel!ion9' R£2Jonj(j 
{j}:; 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
\1:1 99.55 99.38 104.28 102.20 104.96 101.28 101.43 100.30 105.37 101.86 
,:ill} 99.31 99.77 105.21 102.35 106.22 99.23 95.90 106.43 94.34 99.89 
Mj'¥ 102.45 101.15 101.72 100.76 105.04 103.36 98.88 98.48 106.76 100.37 
.i:sft 111.45 101.72 101.08 107.49 107.94 102.24 95.18 102.28 104.65 102.87 
:::6#: 108.38 100.77 103.11 105.22 110.53 103.35 102.02 104.83 104.47 103.25 
:%lW, 101.47 100.03 101.60 105.11 107.55 104.65 100.14 103.82 106.41 101.86 
}Jl? 103.40 100.78 101.94 106.98 109.35 106.29 100.86 102.30 106.46 102.22 
:,t!tW 108.73 100.31 99.25 103.22 110.20 105.82 99.08 100.32 104.68 98.16 
·11([ 99.89 95.11 99.30 105.98 106.58 105.71 95.61 104.60 111.99 96.43 
:::tu 98.50 96.39 95.55 100.73 104.55 103.43 98.64 96.08 99.17 92.27 
)111 99.90 94.97 97.08 101.67 105.23 103.45 100.04 104.63 102.65 93.84 
::IjJ.: 102.55 95.02 96.84 99.97 101.20 100.50 96.38 101.95 99.15 95.57 
::l.! 94.99 89.88 92.03 97.18 100.64 98.02 92.66 99.05 95.62 88.58 
%15: 98.49 97.32 92.31 98.40 102.36 98.72 91.40 96.77 87.73 90.48 
}16: 98.60 96.29 93.21 98.79 101.25 95.91 85.98 90.64 95.22 89.98 
:'11: 93.12 92.37 89.55 96.09 98.72 96.33 85.21 95.07 91.35 89.13 
:[18: 95.51 91.86 87.55 95.13 99.38 98.54 87.44 93.02 91.29 88.80 
::::l~r 99.72 96.09 91.71 98.06 100.16 96.64 87.17 95.50 94.34 90.95 
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Table 14. Rates of Change of Quarterly Mean Index 

Table 15. Rates of Change of Quarterly Hedonic Index 
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hedonic index with the standard mean index, it is therefore necessary to construct a 

standard mean index using quarterly, rather than monthly, price averages. We call this 

the quarterly mean index. 

Index values are shown in Tables 12 and 13, and the rates of change of the index are 

in Tables 14 and 15. Diagrams 7 through 10 show the index and its rate of change only for 

Regions 3 and 10 (all other regions are excluded for brevity). It is clear that the 

hedonic index is a more stable index than the quarterly mean index; it is characterized 

by smaller quarter-to-quarter fluctuations. It also appears to show a falling price 

trend, something that none of the other indexes show. This downward price trend begins at 

about 1990-91. Over the same time the quarterly mean index shows a price trend that is 

constant or slightly rising. 

Table 16 compares the root-mean-square measurement of the hedonic index with that of 

the quarterly mean index. The numbers are all quite high relative to those values in 

Table 11. Since the root-mean-square value measures the "closeness" of the index to the 

standard mean index, the high values in Table 16 (compared to those in Table 11) suggest 

that the hedonic index does a considerably better job at accounting for compositional 

shifts (of all kinds) than do the two corrections discussed above. 

Table 16: Root Mean Square Measure of Indexes 

(Quarterly Mean Index Versus the Hedonic Index) 

Region 1: 
Region 2: 
Region 3: 
Region 4: 
Region 5: 
Region 6: 
Region 7: 
Region 8: 
Region 9: 
Region 10: 

42.67 
9.06 

21.49 
14.63 
18.72 
14.31 
27.54 
26.20 
36.09 
18.05 

Other than the theoretical problems discussed in Section 1, the hedonic index can be 

problematic for practical reasons. Its major disadvantage is its complexity. It requires 

considerably more data than the previous indexes, which require nothing more than 

observed prices and quantities from each region in each period, and also requires more 
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sophisticated techniques. Thus, although the hedonic index appears to be superior to the 

standard mean index (or to Corrections 1 and 2), some price in terms of increased 

complexity must be paid. 

4. Conclusions 

Each index has its own advantages; but each also has its own problems. It is 

difficult to directly compare the hedonic index with the previous three indexes because 

it is operating on a slightly different sample. Since the hedonic index was constructed 

quarterly for each region, whereas the other indexes were constructed monthly for the 

entire data set, it is not possible to make direct comparisons. However, there are some 

observations that can reasonably be made. 

First, each index provided lower or about equal estimates of house-price changes 

compared to the standard mean index. Also, the hedonic index provides the lowest period

to-period fluctuations in house-price changes. If the hedonic method were used on all the 

data, as were the first three methods, the same result would likely have been found. 

Second, the results of the overall-weights and price-ratio-adjusted indexes indicate 

that compositional bias is significant. Correcting for this reduces the large period-to

period fluctuations in the index. Furthermore, the performance of the hedonic index 

indicates that housing characteristics other than just region should also be accounted 

for when constructing house-price indexes, because compositional shifts in these other 

characteristics have a significant effect. However, even though the root-mean-square 

results confirm this, they also indicate that region is the most important factor for 

which to correct when constructing retail housing price indexes. 

Third, the price-ratio-adjusted index, which did not correct for compositional 

shifts by adjusting sales proportions, demonstrates roughly the same estimates of monthly 

house-price changes as the standard mean index. This indicates that the assumption of 

uniform inflation rates across regions is incorrect. Therefore, this method is not the 

best alternative for correcting a standard mean index. Given the results, the overall

weights index appears superior to the price-ratio-adjusted index in controlling for 
compositional shifts. 

Fourth, the hedonic index provides lower period-to-period fluctuations when compared 

to the quarterly standard mean index. In fact, it is the only index that demonstrates a 
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clear price trend. It is interesting to note that, while all other indexes show prices 

rising on average over time, the hedonic index demonstrates a downward price trend after 

about 1990. One explanation for this could be due to the recession that occurred in 

Canada starting in 1991, a recession that was particularly acute in Montreal. Recessions 

always affect construction in general, particularly new housing, but they affect used

home sales as well. One possible reason why the hedonic index shows prices falling over 

this period, while the standard mean index shows them to be rising, is because the 

recession was associated with the sales of houses with more expensive characteristics 

(other than the house's region). If this is the case, then some explanation is needed for 

why expensive houses represent a disproportionate amount of house sales during a 

recession. Providing such an explanation is well beyond the scope of this paper. 

Overall, it is difficult to say which index method is best. It does, however, appear 

that the first correction of the standard mean index, the overall-weights index, is 

better at correcting for compositional shifts than the second correction, the price

ratio-adjusted index. The hedonic method is the most accurate, although it is the most 

difficult to use. It is much more stable than the standard mean index. Also, it appears 

to detect trends in prices that are contrary to all the other indexes. Thus it seems to 

be the most accurate method, and the best at controlling for compositional shifts. 
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Diagram 1: Price Index 
Standard Mean vs. Overall Weights 
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Diagram 2: Price Index 
Standard Mean vs. Price-Ratio Adjusted 
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Diagram 3: Price Index 
Overall-Weights vs. Price-Ratio Adj 
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Diagram 4: Monthly Inflation 
Standard Mean vs. Overall-Weights 
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Diagram 5: Monthly Inflation 
Standard Mean vs. Price-Ratio Adjusted 
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Diagram 6: Monthly Inflation 
Overall-Weights vs. Price-Ratio Adj 
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Diagram 7: Region 3 Price Index 
Quarterly Mean vs. Quarterly Hedonic 
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Diagram 8: Region 10 Price Index 
Quarterly Mean vs. Quarterly Hedonic 
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Diagram 9: Region 3 Quarterly Ioflto 
Quarterly Mean vs. Quarterly Hedonic 
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Diagram 10: Region 10 Quarterly Inflto 
Quarterly Mean vs. Quarterly Hedonic 
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